The A-LOK Universal Lift Bar is designed to provide a safe and economical means of handling 48", 60" and 72" diameter precast manholes and other concrete structures.

Safety, quality and reliability is assured through testing each device. The A-LOK Universal Lift Bar meets OSHA 5:1 safety factor.

PLEASE NOTE: Liftbar hooks and chains should be vertical with manhole when lifting.

**WARNING**

- Serious harm or death may result from safety hazards caused by improper use or installation of this product.
- Use of this product in applications other than those stated should be first carefully tested prior to general production use. Testing must accurately represent intended use, with full consideration to all field conditions and factors of safety. The safe working load of this product should always be observed.
- PLEASE NOTE: A LIFT BAR SHOWING ANY SIGN OF DEFORMATION OR WEAKNESS SHOULD BE DISCARDED.